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Chapter 1
Introduction
The separation of the effects produced by electromagnetic radiation from several sources
has many practical applications. These may include the following:
a) radio-astronomy;
b) radio-location;
c) electromagnetic compatibility;
d) antenna measurement; the characterization of the antennas involves not only the
evaluation of the field generated by the self-radiant elements, but also the study of the
influence that their feeding circuits have on the global radiation pattern.

1.1 Presentation of the PhD domain
The design of an antenna involves the following steps:
1) defining a theoretical concept based on which the shape of the radiant elements is
established; this stage it is either a process of synthesis or optimization of an existing
architecture that allows to obtain certain values of the parameters that characterize the
radiation.
2) simulation of the designed structure; in general, at this stage the antenna is
characterized using a specialized software and does not take into account a possible
contribution to radiation of the interconnection elements (connectors, feeding lines).
3) experimental validation, through measurements, of the designed antenna; in this
stage the antenna is characterized by measurements either in a controlled environment
(anecoid chamber) or in situ. Sometimes, however, the antenna-range measurements
cannot reproduce the conditions of the final application, which leads to altered results by
measuring not only the radiation of the antenna itself, but also the common currents that
may occur on the feeding lines.
In this situation it becomes necessary to separate the effects of the radiated fields
generated by the two sources and to identify methods to eliminate the radiation effects of
the interconnecting elements, respectively.
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1.2 Purpose of the PhD work
The purpose this work is to develop some methods that allow to discriminate the radiation
generated by the common mode currents (occur on the outer conductor of the feeder) from
the antenna radiation.
Methods to measure the field generated by common currents and to reduce their
effect in antenna measurement systems will be investigated.
Regarding the effect discrimination, two directions will be addressed: one that
exploits a possible orthogonality of the polarization of the two sources, and another that
allows the separation of the two effects due to the variability of the common mode
currents depending on the distance.
The case studies will cover both the situation in which the common mode currents
occur when feeding a symmetric antenna through an asymmetric line, or when feeding a
a monopole antenna on a small ground plane. In turn, the types of symmetrical antennas
analyzed will have a different number of symmetry degrees.

1.3 Dissertation content
C hapter 1 presents the general introduction of the thesis, the PhD domain and the purpose
of the thesis.
Chapter 2 presents an overview on the methods for evaluating the field generated
by common mode currents. Both methods for measuring the radiation field, and methods
for reducing the effect of common mode currents, existing in the literature, are presented.
In chapter 3, two types of antennas are theoretically investigated. This antennas
(biconical and loop antenna) are the optimal solutions for the measurement methods
proposed in the following chapters.
The fourth chapter describes a method for polarization separation of the radiated
field produced by the antenna from that produced by the common mode currents on the
outer conductor of the feed cable, in an multiple propagation paths environment. The
proposed mmethod in validated by comparing the results with those provided by the timegating method.
Another method that can be successfully applied to discriminate the common
mode currents effect on antenna feeders from the total radiated field, is presented in
chapter 5. Several strategies for the application of the method are developed, both for
symmetrical antennas with different symmetry degrees and for monopole antennas on
small ground plane.
Finally, in the chapter 6 the work is concluded, the results and the original
contributions are highlighted and perspectives are drawn towards the future progress that
could be done.
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Chapter 2
Evaluation of common mode
currents radiated field
2.1 Electromagnetic field generated by common mode
currents
When feeding symmetrical antennas or electrically small antennas through asymmetrical
transmission lines (e.g., coaxial cables), common mode currents may occur on the outer
conductor of the feeder [1]. Common mode currents should normally be kept at least ten
times smaller than the feed currents, in order to avoid undesirable effects. However, it has
been shown [2] that common mode currents may have magnitudes comparable to the feed
currents when the antenna size is comparable to the ground size or to the feed line length,
and therefore have a major impact on the total radiated field.

Figure 2.1 Common mode currents and differential mode currents

Figure 2.2 Electric field generated by common and differential mode currents
If the wires are electrically short, L≪λ, then we may approximate each structure
as two current elements.
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Accurate predictions of the radiated emissions from common-mode currents can be
obtained using (2.24) if the common-mode currents are measured with a current probe.
The current probe placed around both wires would give 2𝐼𝑚𝑐 . Relation (2.24) becomes:

ECmax  6.28 107

I cur . probe Lf
R

V / m.

(2.25)

Therefore accurate predictions of the radiated emissions from common-mode
currents can be made if one measures the common mode currents with a current probe.

2.2 Methods for measuring the radiated field
2.2.1 Antenna-range measurements of radiation patterns
The ideal incident field for measuring the radiation characteristics of the test
antenna is that of a uniform plane wave. In practice it is only possible to approximate
such a field. Attempts to do this have led to the development of two basic types of ranges
[3]:
 free-space ranges. This type of range is designed in such a manner that all the effects
of the surroundings are suppressed to acceptable levels
 reflection ranges. This type of range is designed to judiciously use reflections in order
to produce an approximated plane wave.

2.2.2 Measurement of power gain and directivity [3]
The power gain of an antenna, in a specified direction, is 4π times the ratio of the power
radiated per unit solid angle in that direction to the net power accepted by the antenna
from its generator. This quantity is an inherent property of the antenna and does not
involve system losses arising from a mismatch of impedance or polarization. To
determine the power transfer in a complete system, the antenna input impedance and the
antenna polarization shall be measured and taken into account.
The directivity of an antenna in a specified direction is 4π times the ratio of the
power radiated per unit solid angle in that direction to the total power radiated by the
antenna. This term differs from power gain because it does not include antenna dissipation
losses.
The directivity of a test antenna is obtained by integrating the measured far-field
radiation patterns of the antenna over a closed spherical surface. If the antenna losses can
4
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be determined by other means, then the power gain of the antenna can be determined from
the directivity measurement

2.2.3 Distance aveaging method for antenna gain measurements in
nonanechoic sites

Gain measurements are usually performed in a nonreflecting environment, for example,
an anechoic chamber or an open test site. An anechoic chamber is quite expensive
whereas an open test site requires a low-noise location. When measuring in a reflecting
environment gating can actually eliminate the effect of reflections on the time-domain
data issued either directly from measurement or from an inverse Fourier transform on
frequency domain data [4], [5]. However, such a technique does not apply to narrow band
antennas, as they normally yield time-domain responses longer than the delay of
propagation by reflection or diffraction on the closest objects. Alternatively, the gain of a
narrow band antenna can be evaluated from measurements inside a reverberation chamber
[6] using a statistical model of the propagation.
The distance averaging method can be successfully used for measuring the
antenna gain in a multipath site [7]. This method [7] derives from the two antenna method,
assuming that one of the antennas has known radiation characteristics. The autors
investigate how reflection and diffraction on commonly shaped objects impact on the
normalized transfer function of a set of two omnidirectional antennas. A technique of
averaging over the distance between antennas is applied, to reduce the effect of the
multipath propagation. The measuring setup includes the antenna under test, a calibrated
antenna, and a two-port vector network analyzer that measures the transfer scattering
parameter. One of the antennas is placed at a fixed point and the other one is moved along
a row or along several parallel rows. It comes out that averaging the magnitude of S21
weighted by the distance within a proper range results in a close approximation of that
parameter for the free space, that is,

d0  S21, free space (d0 )  d0  S21, approx (d0 ) 

1
N

N

d
n 1

k

 S21 (d k )  exp( jk0 d k ) ,

(2.63)

where dk is the distance between antennas, N is the number of measuring points, and d0
is the reference distance (set at 1 m).
Let Gm be the gain of the measuring antenna. The gain of the antenna under test
(AUT) can then be extracted,
GAUT 

d 0 2  S21,approx
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2.3 Methods for reducing the effect of common mode
currents radiation
Most of the work treating the radiation from common mode currents at a
symmetrical antenna input has focused on characterizing or properly designing a balun
(Figure 2.10) [2], [8], rather than reducing that effect by post-processing.

a) Tub de ferită
b) Balun din cablu coaxial
Figure 2.3 Balun-uri utilizate pentru reducerea curenților de mod comun
It is well known that when the antenna dimensions becomes comparable to those
of ground plane (if any) and the feeding line, the common mode current becomes
comparable in magnitude to the differential mode current drastically changing antenna
properties [2]. For narrow band antennas different baluns are used to suppress common
mode currents and prevent their propagation over feeding lines. In order to increase the
common mode impedance of the antenna several designs of the feeding system have been
numerically investigated. However, using a balun in a measuring setup not only increases
the cost, but would also impinge on the global frequency response.
Some authors have proposed the replacement of the coaxial cable with optical
fiber for eliminating the large distortion associated with the unwanted radiation from the
feed line [9]. Electrically small antennas for wireless communications applications are
prone to excite common mode currents on cables connected to them for measuring their
performance. A miniature RF-optical transducer enables an optical fibre connection to
the antenna, thereby eliminating the large distortion associated with the unwanted
radiation from a coaxial cable. Results for measuring a small monopole antenna fed
through coaxial cable and optical fibre in an anechoic chamber, are compared [9].

a)
b)
Figure 2.4 Experimental setup for radiation pattern measurement of a monopole
antenna using: (a) coaxial cable; (b) optical fibre [9]
This solution provides good results, but the cost of implementing such a measurement
configuration is high.
6

Chapter 3
Measuring antennas for
characterizing the radiation from
common mode currents
When measuring the radiated field generated by common mode currents it is often
necessary to separate the radiation sources (e.g., discrimination of the radiation generated
by the common mode currents from the antenna radiation). Chapters 4 and 5 propose a
number of source sepparation methods; depending on the concrete case studied, an
antenna with linear polarization or with circular polarization is needed.
Among the linearly polarized antennas, the biconical antenna has the advantage
of a very wide fractional frequency band. Among the circularly polarized antennas, the
loop antenna is technologically easy to achieve and, even if it is a resonant antenna, its
dispersive effect can be compensated by the subsequent processing of the measurement
results.

3.1 Biconical antenna [10]
3.1.1 Radiated field

The electric field 𝐸𝜃 is related to the magnetic field 𝐻𝜙 by the intrinsic impedance, and
we can write it as

E   H  

H 0 e jkr
.
sin  r

(3.9)

The voltage produced between two corresponding points on the cones, a distance r from
the origin, is found by

V r   

  /2

  /2

 /2

 /2

E  dl  

(aˆ E )  aˆ rd   

  /2
 /2

E rd .

(3.10)

The current on the surface of the cones, a distance r from the origin, can be
expressed as
2

2

0

0

I  r    H r sin  d  H 0e jkr  d  2 H 0e jkr .
7
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3.1.2 Input impedance
V r 

Zc 

I r 



  
ln ctg .
  4 

(3.12)

Since the characteristic impedance is not a function of the radial distance r, it also
represents the input impedance at the antenna feed terminals of the infinite structure.

3.2 Loop antenna
3.2.1 Small circular loop [10]
Magnetic field components:

ka 2 I 0cos
Hr  j
2r 2


1   jkr
1  jkr  e ,


2
 ka  I 0sin 1  1  1  e jkr ,
H  

2
4r
 jkr  kr  
H   0.

(3.32a)

(3. 32b)
(3. 32c)

Electric field components:

E

 ka 


Er  E  0,

(3.33a)

I 0sin 
1   jkr
1

e .
4r
 jkr 

(3.33b)

2

3.2.2 Circular loop of constant current [10]
The E și H fields can be written as

E 

Er  E  0,

(3.68a)

ak I 0 e jkr
J1  ka sin   ,
2r

(3.68b)

H r  H   0,

H  

E





akI 0e jkr
J1  ka sin   .
2r
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(3.68c)
(3.68d)

Chapter 4
Polarization discrimination of the
effects generated by the antenna
and common mode currents
When both antenna and feeder have orthogonal polarizations, a separation between the
field radiated by the antenna and the field originating from the feeder can be done by
using a linearly polarized probe antenna.
This chapter describes a distance averaging approach that can be applied for
discriminate the common mode currents effect on antenna feeders from the antenna
radiation. By using the same measured data set, we present a comparison between the
results processed by two alternative methods: our technique and time gating, respectively.

4.1 Methods for eliminating the effect of multiple
propagation paths. Benchmarking
In Figure 4.1, we show the theoretical concepts for the distance averaging and
time-gating methods, originally developed for antenna radiation measurements in a
multipath site. We aim to assess the applicability of these two techniques for measuring
the radiation from common mode currents on antenna feeders.

Figure 4.1 Distance averaging vs time gating method
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4.1.1 Distance Averaging Method (DAM)
Antenna gain in a multipath site can be characterized by moving the antenna under test
away from the probe antenna at different distances. By using DAM, one can reduce the
effects of the indirect paths including reflection and diffraction on environing objects by
measuring normalized transfer functions at different distances between the antenna under
test (AUT) and the probe antenna (PA). The normalization of the transfer functions
amounts to the compensation of the propagation effect as it would be in the free space, in
terms of attenuation and delay [12].
The average transfer function can be computed from the transfer functions
measured at each distance 𝑑𝑘 between antennas,
N

dk
exp  jk0 d k  S21dk ,
n 1 d 0

S21  

(4.1)

where d0 is the reference distance (set at 1 m) and k0 is the free space wavenumber.

4.1.2 Time-Gating Method (TGM)
The effect of the propagation over indirect paths can be reduced in the timedomain by simply gating out the response over the direct path (Figure 4.1a), provided
that it induces the shortest time delay. In order to accurately extract the AUT gain the
time gate should be properly chosen [13]. The upper limit of the time- domain window
should be chosen such as
tw 

d
,
c0

(4.2)

where d is the direct pathlength and 𝑡𝑤 is the time-domain window length.
When measuring the radiation from common mode currents in a multipath site a
time-domain window length longer than the direct path propagation delay might be
needed, as the response corresponding to radiation of the feeder is often longer.
In that case, the time gate upper limit should be correlated to the shortest indirect
path, 𝑟𝑖,𝑚𝑖𝑛 i.e.,

tw 

ri ,min
c0
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4.2 Experimental validation
In order to validate our approach we measured a log-periodic dipole array; as a probe we
employed a calibrated, biconical dipole. A vector network analyzer was used for
measuring the scattering parameters of the two-port system; the setup is shown in Figure
4.3. The measurements were performed within a multipath site (an ordinary room inside
a building).
The measurements were performed at distances between 20 and 40 cm between
antennas. The distance increment was 5 cm.

Figure 4.2 Measuring setup for experimental validation
In Figure 4.4, we show the normalized transfer functions, measured at each of the 5
distances between the log-period dipole array and the antenna probe. On the same diagram
we give the average figure resulting from (4.1).

Figure 4.3 Normalized transfer functions and average figure
The time-domain response s21(t) and its time gate is shown in Figure 4.5. The closest
object in the measuring environment was at 3m away from the measuring setup. That is,
a time gate length approximatively 25ns should be used.
11
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Figure 4.4 Time-doman response and time gate
In Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8, we show a comparison between the results provided by
DAM and TGM, in terms of normalized transfer functions and gain of the feeder, as a
radiator.

Figure 4.6 Gain of the feeder
as a radiator

Figure 4.6 Transfer functions after TGM
and DAM

In this chapter, we showed that a distance averaging approach can be used for
measuring the radiation from common mode currents on a coaxial line feeding a
symmetrical antenna. The discrepancies are due to the fact that the accuracy of time gating
method may depend on the relation between length of the impulse response of the radiating
feeder, and the distribution of the scatterers within the measuring site. Part of the
differences between the results provided by the two methods may originate from the field
radiated by the log-periodic antenna, since the environing objects can rotate the
polarization of the incident field. The field radiated by the log-periodic antenna is much
stronger than the field generated by the common mode currents; however, the effect of the
former is dramatically reduced by the distance averaging approach, since it follows an
indirect path.
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Chapter 5
Discrimmination of the field
generated by common mode
currents from the field generated
by the antenna using the distance
averaging method
This chapter proposes an alternative method for separating the effects of the two sources,
starting from the variability of the common mode current distribution.

5.1 The principle of the method
For each type of antenna analyzed, two measurement configurations will be defined
(Figure 5.1):
 for the first configuration, the PA will measure the field generated by the AUT
and the field generated by the common mode currents on the feeder as well;
 for the second configuration, the PA will measure only the field yield by the AUT.

Figure 5.1 The principle of separation of common mode currents radiation
Starting from this configurations, we developed a differential approach for
evaluating the magnetic field generated by the common mode currents on an antenna
feeder.

13
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5.2 Case study: symmetrical antennas
5.2.1 Impact reduction of common mode currents on antenna feeders
in radiation measurements

When measuring the field radiated by symmetrical antennas, the distance averaging
technique can be apply in order to reduce the effect of the common mode currents. For
experimental validation [16], [17]: (1) We propose two different approaches for this
technique, depending on the number of the symmetry degrees of the antenna under test;
(2) we present a distance averaging method to extract the effective area of the loop
antenna that we used as a probe; and (3) we develop a differential approach for
evaluating the magnetic field generated by the common mode currents on an antenna
feeder.
We considered a typical two-antenna measuring system consisting of a probe
antenna (PA) and an antenna under test (AUT), respectively. As an AUT, we successively
used two types of symmetrical radiators fed through coaxial cables: a two-symmetry
degrees antenna (i.e., a dipole) and a one-symmetry degree antenna (i.e., a log-periodic
dipole array). As a PA, we took a small, square loop antenna.
We designated as the “cable side” the field points in a direction orthogonal to the
antenna, along the feed line. The “antenna side” will include field points in the same
direction, but on the cable free side. The field on the “antenna side” is entirely due to the
radiation of the AUT, conversely, on the “cable side”, the field is due both to the radiation
of the AUT and the cable.
We propose two different measuring methodologies depending on the number of
symmetry degrees of the antenna under test.

When using a simple wire dipole, measurements will be performed by placing the
probe on each side of the antenna (Figure 5.2).

Figure 5.2 Measuring methodology for a dipole antenna.

14
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When using the log-periodic dipole array as an antenna under test, measurements
are performed by successively placing the coaxial cable on both sides of the feed point
(Figure 5.3).

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.3 Measuring methodology for a log-periodic dipole array: “cable side” (a)
and “antenna side” (b).
For each type of AUT, the effect of the common mode current on the coaxial line
can be assessed by subtracting the field measured at the same distance with the probe
placed on the “cable side” and on the “antenna side”, respectively. Such measurements
are performed at several distances between the antenna under test and the probe, in order
to apply the distance averaging approach [7].
Referring to Figures 5.2 and 5.3, the magnetic field measured by the loop on the
“cable side” and “antenna side” can be expressed as
H cable = H cm + H dipole / LPDA ,

(5.1)

where 𝐻𝑐𝑚 is the magnetic field component generated by the common mode currents and
𝐻𝑑𝑖𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑒/𝐿𝑃𝐷𝐴 is the field component generated by the antenna.
The contribution of the common mode current to the magnetic field can be
found as
H cm = H cable - H antenna ,

(5.2)

H antenna = H dipole/LPDA .

(5.3)

where
15
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When transfer functions are measured at N different distances an average can be
computed over that data set by compensating the effects of the multipath propagation. As
the field corresponding to indirect propagation paths, common mode currents have also
a distance variant distribution. The application of the distance averaging (Figure 5.5 for
dipole antenna and Figure 5.6 for log-periodic dipole array) might therefore significantly
reduce the impact of the common mode current on antenna radiation measurements.

Figure 5.4 Distance averaging technique applied for reducing the effect of the common
mode current on dipole antenna radiation measurements.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.5 Distance averaging technique applied for reducing the effect of the common
mode current on LPDA radiation measurements: cable side (a) and antenna side (b).
16
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The average transfer function can be computed from the transfer functions
measured at each distance 𝑑𝑘 between antennas,
N

S21 cm  d k exp  jk0 d k  S21dk cm ,

(5.11)

k 1

where 𝑘0 is the free space wavenumber and 𝑑0 is the reference distance (set at 1 m).
The effect of the common mode currents should be reduced for cable side
measurements and therefore corrected figures should be calculated,
N

dk
exp  jk0 d k  S21dk mc .
d
k 1 0

(5.18)

dk
H cabl
u .cor  d k exp   jk0 d k  H cablu .

(5.19)

S21 mc.cor  

Relation (5.19) gives the field value at a given distance by simply multiplying the result
by that distance, provided that the average figure corresponds to a distance of 1m between
antennas.

5.2.2 Probe antenna calibration using the distance averaging method
One of the AUTs (i.e., the LPDA) has previously been calibrated inside a
professional, compact range in an “antenna side” setup (Figure 5.8).

Figure 5.6 LPDA calibration.
As a result, that AUT could itself be used as a probe for calibrating the loop when
the LPDA is in an “antenna side” configuration. Furthermore, the loop calibrated as
described previously will be able to measure the radiation of any other configuration (e.g.,
with the LPDA) in a “cable side” setup, or the dipole in an “antenna side” and “cable
side” setup.
Since the loop is used as a probe (receiving) antenna, one should characterize it
through its effective area, rather than its gain, that is,
2

S 21
4 d 2 R0
Ae 
.
Gt Ra 2 1  S 22 2 1  S11 2
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In order to accurately evaluate the effective area of the probe antenna in a
multipath environment, we used the distance averaging method. The setup in shown in
Figure 5.10.

Figure 5.7 Distance averaging method.

5.2.3 Experimental validation
In order to validate our approach, we measured a dipole and a LPDA, respectively,
by using a square loop probe. The dipole was resonating around 1.2 GHz and had a total
length of 9 cm. The LPDA was designed for the frequency range 800 MHz−3 GHz and
was 13 × 13 cm in size. As a probe, we used a square loop with a side length of 2 cm.
The measurements were performed in a non-anechoic environment (a regular room inside
a building).
Since the LPDA has been calibrated inside a compact range in an “antenna side”
type configuration, we firstly extracted the effective area of the loop when placed in the
same configuration. We used the distance averaging approach as the measurements were
performed in an environment with multiple propagation paths.
Figure 5.12 shows the normalized transfer functions of the antenna system measured at
eight different distances ranging between 25 and 60 cm, and the average transfer function.

Figure 5.8 Normalized transfer functions and the average figure.
18
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The effective area of the loop as a function of frequency is given in Figure 5.13:

Figure 5.9 Effective area of the loop probe.
Once the loop probe calibrated, we assessed the effect of the common mode
currents by measuring the transfer functions both on the “antenna side” and ”cable side”
for each AUT. The setup for each AUT is presented in Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15,
respectively.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.10 Measuring setup for a dipole antenna: “cable side” (a) and “antenna
side” (b)

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.11 Measuring setup for a LPDA: “cable side” (a) and “antenna side” (b)
For the dipole antenna the measurements on the “cable” and “antenna side” were
performed at distances between antennas ranging from 5 to 40 cm with a distance
19
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increment of 5 cm. For the LPDA the distance to the probe ranged between 25 and 60 cm
with the same increment. All the distances correspond at least to the Fresnel zone [18].
The measurements on both antennas were performed between 1.5−3GHz, a frequency
range where the loop has a good radiation efficiency. The effect of the impedance
mismatch at the probe output was corrected on the measured data. The magnetic field
generated by the common mode currents can be evaluated by subtracting the results
measured on the “antenna side” from those measured on the “cable side” (Figure 5.16).

a)

b)

Figure 5.12 Magnetic field generated by common mode currents: dipole (a) and LPDA
(b)
In Figure 5.17, we show the contribution of the common mode current to the
output current, measured at each of the eight distances between the loop and AUT. On
the same diagram we give the average figure.

a)

b)

Figure 5.13 Contribution of the common mode current to the output current versus
distance averaged figure: dipole (a) and LPDA (b)
As Figure 5.17 shows the common mode contribution to the output current can be
dramatically diminished by applying the distance averaging technique.
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In Figure 5.18, we give the variation of the corrected, magnetic field strength as
a function of distance and frequency.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.14 Magnetic field measured on the “cable side” after correction, as a
function of distance and frequency: dipole (a) and LPDA (b).
Figure 5.19 shows a comparison between the magnetic field measured on the
“cable side” at 40 cm, with and without correction of the common mode current effect,
and the magnetic field on the “antenna side” at the same distance.

a)

b)

Figure 5.15 Magnetic field measured for “antenna side” and for “cable side”, with
and without correction: dipole antenna (a) and LPDA (b).
It appears that by applying our distance averaging technique, the corrected magnetic field
magnitude on the “cable side” got closer to the magnetic field strength measured on the
“antenna side”. We defined a root mean square error by taking the field strength on the
cable free side as a reference. The error decreased from 71% down to 29% for the dipole
and from 6.2% down to 3.1% for the LPDA.
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5.3 Case study: asymmetrical antennas
5.3.1

Discrimination of radiation sources effects

We propose a new strategy to apply the distance averaging method to discriminate
the radiation generated by the coaxial cable feeding a small monopole antenna from the
antenna radiation.
Such an effect discrimination is necessary in order to correct radiation pattern
measurement in a minor radiation direction e.g., below the ground plane of a monopole
antenna.
The method was validated by measuring a monopole antenna with a small square
loop as a probe.
We designate as “xOy polarization” setup a measuring configuration with the loop
placed in the xOy plane i.e., in the same plane with the feeder (Figure 5.20). The loop
will measure the field generated by the antenna and the field generated by the common
mode currents on the feeder as well.
It should be noted that the field generated by the antenna on the backside of the
ground plane is mostly due to the ground current distribution, but the radiating rod of the
monopole may also contribute through diffraction on the ground edges.

Figure 5.16 Magnetic field components through the PA for xOy polarization
measurements
The “ yOz polarization” designates the measurements with the loop placed in two
different configurations that will allow to measure only the field yield by the antenna
(Figure 5.21). To achieve this, two measurement possibilities are proposed:
a) the loop will be placed in the yOz plane i.e., parallel to the ground plane (Figure
5.21a). In this case, the loop will solely measure the field yield by the antenna, since the
magnetic field generated by the common mode currents are parallel to the PA.
b) the coaxial cable will be moved in symmetrical positions located on either side of
its initial direction and the measured values will be averaged so that the contribution of
the common mode currents will be substantially reduced (Figure 5.21b). For this
measurement configuration only the cable will be moved in different positions, while the
loop will have the same orientation as in the case of the “xOy polarization” configuration.
For this case, the radiation contribution of the currents will vary depending on the position
of the cable, while the radiation contribution of the antenna will remain unchanged.
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Therefore, if an average is calculated over this set of values, the variable contribution of
the common mode currents tends to cancel out.

Figure 5.17 Magnetic field components through the PA for yOz polarization
measurements: a) loop perpendicular to the cable and b) cable movement
Since common mode current distributions vary with the distance in a similar way
as the radiated field in a multipath environment we propose to apply the distance
averaging technique in order to reduce the effect of the common mode currents for the
xOy polarization (Figure 5.22) and for the yOz polarization when mooving the cable
(Figure 5.23b). We also apply that technique for the yOz polarization (Figure 5.23) in
order to remove the effect of the multipath propagation; moreover, the reduction of the
multipath propagation effect also occurs as a side benefit of the method for the xOy
polarzation (Figure 5.22).

Figure 5.18 Distance averaging method for xOy polarization
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Figure 5.19 Distance averaging method for xOy polarization: a) loop perpendicular to
the cable and b) cable movement
As the effect of the common mode currents should be reduced for the xOy
polarization measurements, corrected figures for the magnetic field can be derived for
any measuring position, based on the average field (assessed at 1m),
dk
H xOy
.cor  d k exp   jk0 d k  H xOy .

(5.35)

5.3.2 Experimental validation

The measuring setup is illustrated in Figure 5.25. The antenna under test was a
monopole with a 25cm high radiating rod, and a ground plane side length of 10cm. The
probe was a calibrated square loop with a side length of 2cm. Both antennas were
connected to a vector network analyzer (VNA) through 50Ω coaxial cables. The
measurements were performed by using a VNA in a non-anechoic environment. The loop
was placed at seven different distances between the AUT and the PA for each measuring
configuration, xOy and yOz.
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Measurements were performed for distances between 10 and 40cm with a pitch of 5cm,
for both measurement configurations and at frequencies between 1.5GHz and 3GHz.

a)
b)
c)
Figure 5.25 Measuring setup: (a) xOy polarization, (b) yOz polarization- loop
perpendicular to the cable and (c) yOz polarization- cable movement
Figure 5.26 depicts the contribution of the common mode current to the output
current, measured at each of the seven distances between the loop and AUT. On the same
diagram we give the average figure.

a)

b)

Figure 5.26 Contribution of the common mode current to the output current at different
distances, and average figure: yOz polarization- loop perpendicular to the cable (a),
yOz polarization- cable movement (b)
It can be seen that the distance averaging method significantly reduces the contribution
of the common mode current. Thus, it is demonstrated that the two configurations chosen
for the yOz polarization, lead to very close results.
The magnetic field generated by the common mode currents can be computed by
subtracting the yOz polarization result from the xOy polarization results (Figure 5.27).
It should be noted that such a determination is possible without considering any phase
difference between the two terms, given that the distance averaging method brings the
phase centers of both radiation sources, to the origin.
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Figure 5.27 Magnetic field generated by common mode currents measured at a
distance of 40cm between the AUT and the PA.
In Figure 5.29 we show a comparison between the magnetic field measured for
xOy polarization, yOz polarization, and the corrected field for xOy polarization. The
distance between the AUT and PA was set at 40cm.

a)

b)

Figure 5.29 Magnetic field measured for xOy polarization, yOz polarization- loop
perpendicular to the cable (a), yOz polarization- cable movement (b), and the
corrected field for xOy polarization
It can be seen that the value of the corrected field obtained for the xOy polarization
configuration tends to be closer to the value of the field obtained for the yOz polarization
configuration. The best results are obtained for frequencies higher than 2GHz, i.e.,
frequencies for which the efficiency of the loop is maximum.
We also computed a root mean square error for xOy polarization by taking as a
reference the field measured for yOz polarization. The root mean square error decreases
from 21% down to 7%, so the error was roughly reduced by a factor of 3.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
6.1 Results
In this work, two directions of research for the separation of the effects of radiation
generated by common currents when measuring antenna gain in a multipath propagation
environment, were investigated.
The first direction is presented in chapter 4 and consists in the polarization
separation of the two radiation sources (the antenna and the cable whose external
conductor is crossed by common currents). An ultra-wideband linear polarization antenna
(a biconical dipole) was used for this purpose.
In order to eliminate the effects of the multipath propagation, the distance
averaging method was applied for the first time in a secondary direction of radiation.
The field radiated by the AUT is much stronger than the field generated by the
common mode currents; however, the effect of the former is dramatically reduced by the
distance averaging approach, since it follows an indirect path. It has been shown that the
distance averaging method works with high precision even in conditions of reflection,
diffraction and rotation on obstacles of the polarization of the field produced by the
antenna in the main direction of radiation.
The experimental validation was performed by measuring a log-periodic dipole
array fed through a coaxial line. The time gating method was chosen as a reference for
evaluating the results, in which the length of the time window was established in
correlation with the shortest indirect propagation path, in order to compensate the
dispersive character of the feeder, as a radiator.
The second research direction in order to discriminate the effects of the two
radiation sources is presented in chapter 5 and consists in a separate measurement of the
field in two configurations, using a dual polarization antenna (loop antenna). In one of
the two configurations the induced current in the loop is proportional to the field
generated by the whole assembly (antenna and feeder), and in the other configuration the
induced current is proportional only to the field produced by the antenna. Three strategies
have been developed to allow such measurements in the following cases: a one-symmetry
degree antenna (i.e., a log-periodic dipole array), a two-symmetry degrees antenna (i.e.,
a dipole) and an asymmetrical antenna (i.e., a monopole).
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We proposed a differential approach for evaluating the magnetic field generated
by the common mode currents on an antenna feeder.
In order to extract the effective area of the loop probe, we applied a distance
averaging technique derived from an approach originally developed for antenna gain
measurements in a multipath site.
We also developed a distance averaging approach for correcting the field radiated
by the AUT fed through a coaxial line, with the effect of the common mode current. The
common mode current has a distance variant distribution and therefore, its effect on the
field measured aside the feeder can be diminished by averaging the results acquired at
different distances between the probe and the antenna under test. By applying the
proposed technique, a magnetic field value corresponding to a reference distance of 1 m
was first derived; the actual corrected field value was then found by multiplying the result
by the distance and the corresponding phase factor.
The root mean square error on the measured field magnitude was reduced at least
by a factor of two for all three antennas under test.

6.2 Original contributions
1. The distance averaging method was applied for the first time in a secondary
direction of radiation in order to separate in polarization the radiated fields from the
antenna and the coaxial cable, respectively [LO2].
2. A new approach for the time gating method in which the length of the time
window was established in correlation with the shortest indirect propagation path, in
order to compensate the dispersive character of the feeder, as a radiator [LO2].
3. A novel technique that can be applied in a multipath propagation environment in
order to discriminate the effects of the two radiation sources, consisting in a separate
measurement of the field in two configurations. In one of the two configurations the
induced current in the loop is proportional to the field generated by the whole assembly
(antenna and feeder), and in the other configuration the induced current is proportional
only to the field produced by the antenna [LO1], [LO3],[LO4], [LO6].
4. In order to extract the effective area of the loop probe, we applied a distance
averaging technique derived from an approach originally developed for antenna gain
measurements in a multipath site [LO1], [LO5].
5. A new strategy for placing the PA to separate the radiated fields from a onesymmetry degree antenna and the coaxial cable, respectively [LO1], [LO6].
6. A new strategy for placing the PA to separate the radiated fields from a twosymmetry degree antenna and the coaxial cable, respectively [LO1], [LO3].
7. A new strategy for placing the PA to separate the radiated fields from an
asymmetrical antenna and the coaxial cable, respectively [LO4].
8. A differential approach for evaluating the magnetic field generated by the
common mode currents on an antenna feeder [LO1], [LO3], [LO4], [LO6].
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9. A new method for impact reduction of common mode currents on antenna feeders
in radiation measurements. This method can be applied dueto the distance variability of
the common mode currents along the feeder [LO1], [LO3], [LO4], [LO6].
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6.4 Future research areas
Future work will focus on:
1. Improving accuracy by:
a) designing a system with robotic arm that moves the measuring antenna in a large
number of points, with a high precision
b) complete calibrating the PA (loop antenna) taking into account the AUT feeder
proximity.
2. Applying the proposed methods in an anechoic chamber below its lower frequency.
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